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PAYMENT INFORMATION:

VETERAN MOVER OR BEGINNER,
every structural mover should 
want a copy of this publication

In 2006 two well-known members of IASM and highly respected
movers, Larry Cline of West Coast Structural Enterprises, Inc.,
Myakka City, FL and Tommy Doyle of Flint and Doyle Structural
Movers, Fort Myers, FL, were asked to make a presentation to
attendees of the IASM annual conference in Columbia, SC. 
The presentation title was Structural Moving 101. Because of
extreme interest in the session, Cline and Doyle were asked 
to expand on the title at the 2007 conference in Tucson, AZ. 
IASM has produced a 28-page document of that presentation.

There is no other document available on the market so 
pertinent to the industry. It covers such items as definitions, 
center of gravity, hydraulic system diagnosis and calibration,
physical concept and their mathematical relationships, and 
measured turns. The booklet contains examples, charts, 
graphs and diagrams.

This is a “must” publication for every structural moving company.
Regardless if you are a veteran mover or a new employee to the
industry, this information explains essential principles every mover
must know.  Order yours today.

IASM MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS*

1-4 copies $50 each + $6.50 postage $100 each + $6.50 postage
5-9 copies $45 each + $9.00 postage $90 each + $9.00 postage
10+ copies $40 each + $10.50 postage $80 each + $10.50 postage

*Not available to non-member structural moving companies. Available to companies that 
are non-structural movers and not a member of IASM.


